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INTRObUC+I,ON

& a r~ult of the rqqnt investi~tio~ of “hand’ prefere~ees in monkeys

.~ @E& (457) =d ,W~ (lg@] ,wo fa~ors, ~ h~ isolated that

infl~- ti:~~~. of pfmnk::&-. Th&~Irst f~~ ,+@ :Q P~~*

or ‘-g: *&* of b- w~a:tifliwt .k~l p*iw@*

ma,dw ~b .**bd *YS xi-~ (*ow*wt ~,~?cn:t~ -wd
dao’‘h&n ,&fftrtnt .t=”b) in~- wi~ tic. amount Of te* given

~ti astant mtitias. The smnd’ fa@or r&tes to the -pl&ty of

the task or t-t for handedness: both the degree and consistency of lateral

preferences inmease with more compl= test conditions. This finding con-

firmed the eartier work of KOUNIN ( 1g38), WARREN ( ~gs~) has also

summarised the results obtained from rats, cats, monkeys, ti]rnpanzees and
manj and suggests “the possiblti~ that the importance of environmental

determinants, relative to anatomical factors, increases with phyletic status

within the mammafian series”.

It is the aim of the present paper to present further information about

the factors concerned in the manifestation of hand preferences in monkeys.

The practice ef fed has been observed in 16 animals over a period of g-lz

months and in another 16 animals for at least 6 mouths. In all the tests

except one (the least complex) it was possible to observe boti the hand used

to manipulate an inedible object (sub as the lid of a food container) and

also the hana used to bring the fooa to the mouth. Thus an indi mtion has

.-.
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been obtained of the consistency of preference on a single test. An analysis

of the effect of various neuro-surgical procedures Llpon the hand preferences

of a group of 30 animals has also been made.

lJIETHODS

S u b j e c ts. Lateral preferences were routinely observed in animals

that have at the same time served as subjects for other behayioural in-

vesti~~tions during the years 1956-60. Thus the weights and training hi sto-

ries of 46 of the present group of 4S animals have already been reported

elsewhere (8 animals by ETTLIN~~R & MTEGENER, 1958; IZ animals by

ETTLING~R, Ig5ga; ~ animals by ETTLINGER, Ig5qb: I I animals by BURTON

& ETTLING~R, Ig60: 12 anilllals b}7 BATES & ETTLIN~~R, 1960). One.
additional animal was given the adapting test of ETTLINGER & WEG~NER
( Ig58) and the remaining animal was given the first two tests of those

described by BURTON & ETTLING~R (1960). This last animal, together with

the II subjects of BURTON & E~TLIN~ER ( Y960) were subseC]LlentlY used

in a futher study, involving one new test, which is to be reported (BURTON

& ETTLING~R, Ig61).

A p p a r a t u S. All animals were tested in the Wisconsin General Testing

Apparatus. .,

T es ts. These have been described in cletail in previous reports. The

v i s u a 1 tests fall into three main groups, accortlng--to the kind of manual

manipulation required: first, the large majority of visual tests, in which

the animal was required to learn simultaneous two- (or rarely five-) choice

discriminations based on cliff erences in shape, hue, size, or multiple dimen-

sions between the “cues, and in which the manipulation involved pushing a

sliding lid off a food container and grasping a peanut; secondly, those

tests in which the animal was required to draw towards itself, by pulling

on a cord, one of two sliding boxes and then to lift a hinged lid and take

hold of the nut, when learning visual temporal discriminations as described

by BURTON & ETTLINGER ( Ig60); and thirdly, the test described by ETT-

finger ( Ig5ga) in which the animal was confronted with a row of I I pea-

nuts and allowed to tal~e three 011 each of six trials. The s o m a t os e n-

s o r y tests in every instance involved the pushing of alternative slidlng

lids in the dark, with the presence of reward being indicated by differences

in shape, size, roughness Or ‘Patial Position bemeen ‘e cues: In ‘ile

a u d i t o r y tests the animal was required to draw in, by pulling on a

cord, one of two boxes running on rails and then to lift open a hinged lid

and remove a

A peanut se
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and remove a kht, ~actly as iti be,visual” temporal distimination tests.

A peanut served as the f@ re~a~d for correct choice in all the tests..,
.,

P r o c e d u r e, The geti~l tiitig procedures have been described in

previous repo~s. =cept in the field test of ETTLIN~ER ( Ig5ga) trajning
was routinely continued until each anitial achieved a standard Imel’ of

performance of 10 or less errors in IW consecutive trials on any test. A
record was then taken of the hand used to manipulate the lids and also

of that used to grasp the food clurjng a block of 30 trials forming part

of the final 100 trials. (As a rule the block of 30 trials was taken from

the last 50 or so trials, in which none or only very few of the 10 per-

missible errors occur. ) Occasionally training was abandoned when an ani-

mal had received a large number, of triak without achieving the standard

,Ievel of performance. Under those circumstanks the hand preferences were

recorded dufing a block of so successful trials forming part of the final

I@ test triaJs. In the fiefd teat “of ,,~Tr~?y~ER ( {g5ga) the hand used ,by

mch anitil to take hgld of @ mt m’ mctided on all 18 triak. ‘.
... , .:,,. ,;

: CatSgori es ‘~~ P?,e#ere:$~~$~’ Whenever an &id u~ one
‘“ .,

hand (dther to move a Xd or” to ~p lo~) in at IAst 27 of 30 (w%)

trials a strong preference is record~, and jndimted as a “Klght” or “Left”

preference. Use of a hand on 1626 triak is indicated by ‘“R> U’ or

“L> R. Occasionally one hand, say the left, was used on r4-r5 trials

with the box to the anima~s left si~~ and the other hand on at least 14
tfials with the right box. This kind of preference is recorded as “Left

for left side, Right for right side”. Similariy some animals used the right
hand on 14 or 15 trials with the left box, and vice ver$a. Such a preference

is referred to as “Right for left sjde, ,Left for right side”.

RES~TS

PREFERENCES ON THE FIRST TEST (UNOPERATED ANIMALS)

Strength of preference. The hand preferences shown by 48
animals on their first test are presented in Table I (visual’ testing) and II

(somatosensory testing). The categories of preference have been fully de-

scribed in the section on Methods. “~lght” and “Left” preferences are

strong tendencies (the same hand used in pyo or more of trials). The

other categories imply some degree of ambiguity in the handedness. Amb-

iguity (or more strictly, inconsistency) is also present when the same

hand is not strongly preferred for both manipulation of the box hds and

also for grasping the nut.
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TABLE I

Ha?zd ~refere~tces o~t their first test, if vis~~al, in 39 tc?zope~ated?~zonkeys.

Lids Field
Hand Preference Llcls Nllts + Test

Nuts

Right A C, E, F 6 3
Left B, C A, D Id o
Right > Left D B 4 0
Left > Right 3 3
Right for left side = ~

(Left for right side ‘ o 0

TOTALS 6 27 6

The letters A-F refer to six individual animals. The fignres refer to the total
number of animals in each group. The headings of the colmnns and of the rows are
explained in the text.

TABLE 11

Ha?zd preferefices O?Ltheir first te$t, if so??zato-scnso~y,iIL ?~~~ae~~~aoperatcd
nto~zkcy~.

Lids
Hand Preference Lids Nuts +

Nuts

Right o
Left A 3
Right > Left 2
Left 7 Right A 2
Left for right side /
Right for }eft side {

I

TOTALS I 8

The letters, figures and headings have the same meanings as in Table I.

TABLE III

Stt~n~mry of Tables I and II, showi$t.g ha;sd preferences OF!.their first test

(irrespective of se$tsor31~~todaiity) i~z 42 unoperated mot~keys.
Hand Preference
Right 6
Left 17
Ambiguous 19

@

Animals tested only on the field test of Table I have bee]] omitted. Animals using
their right or left hand in 27 of 30 trials for both fids and nuts are said to have
a right or left preference; all other categories of preference from Tables I and II
are classified as ambiguous.
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Taking first the least complex visilal test, the field test in which the

animal merely picked peanuts off a boa$d, it is seen from Table I that a

strong preference was shown by only ..tiie’”of the ,six animals {so%]. The

proportion of, animals showing a strong ‘and qasjstent preference rises to

61’70 (20 out, of 33) when the resn$ts for m~m ctiplcx 1) visual tests are

wnsidered. In these tests the animals were required to pnsh open a sliding

lid in order to gain a nut. If moreover the measure of hnd preference

is restricted to just one kind of response, namely to the use of the han(l

for grasping’ f 00 d (as in the field test, and ifi the tests of IVARRCN,

1958), then an adflitional five animals (,mimals A, C, D, E an{l T of Table J)

show strong preferences on the complex tests, raising the proportion to

76~o. Unexpectedly the proportion of animals shwing strong ~anclconsistent

preferences on their first test falls to 33% when the nine animals first

trained in the dark on a complex tactile discrimination test are considere(l

(Table 11). If now the six animals that were first tested cm the field

test (no tids) are exclucied and the senwry mockdity,of testing is disregarclecl,

then it is sew from Table 111 tha$ 23 @ ~. Xmitihc (55Yo) showed a strong

and -si~te~t preference (the tic. hwd,p,# in y% of trials for ~na9i-

puktion Qf ~th tie tids” and nuts; ~ M$F-**test.,
.. .
,.’,; ,.

Distribution of preferences. It is cl~r from the present

results that more animals in this sample of w showecl a strong preference for

the left hand than for the right hand on @ir ~irst test. ,~is finding applies

equally to the complex visual and somatosensory tests (Tables I and 11) but

is reversed or absent in two groups of animals, namely in the six animals

tested first on the field test, and in the six animals showing inconsistent

preferences for lids and nuts on the complex visual tests. The difference

between the actual and expected incidence of strong right handedness

(Table 111) reaches statistical significance (p= .034, two-tailecl binomial

test).

Inspection of the results for the six inconsistent animals of Tahlc T and

the one similar animal of Table II fails to revml any obvious trend in the

distribution of the preferences. It is surprising however, that all of the seven

animals that showed different (inconsistent ) preferences for manipulation

of lids and nuts at the same time gave evidence of a strong preference (right

I) The preferences on tile fielcl test were recorded on tile first two days of training,
on the more complex tests during the final Tm trials of training, perhaps as much
as ]-5 weeks after training began, depen(ling on the dif ficnlty of t}le first test. Thus
some additional practice was given at the same tinle as more com])lex tests were ~ued.

Bellaviotlr, X1711 20
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or left) for c i t h

(with the opposite

c. I;TTI. tN(;l;ll

e r manipnfatioll of the Iifjs n r of the ntlts o r of both

hands).

PREFERENCES ON THE I.AST ‘rEST [IINOPERATED AN~MALS)

Strength of pre. feren~, es. Gross {Iiffcrcncrs in the conopjexif~r

of the tests cjo not exist when lateral preferences on the last test are colt-

sidered. For in all jast tests the animals were rec~~lir[’d to manipt]late both a

Iidand a food reward. However in thecaseol t,,t .A<,,,r,,l,, .f L , 7* -<.:.. ~]~ t~cte{! !~ct o??

an atlditory test [Table V) manipt~latirm of the lids ancj ntlts was pr~cede.d

and accompanied by manipulation of a cord <see section c~n Tests).

The interval between testing on the first and jast tests varied consiclerably.

In eight animals it range(i from two to seven weeks; in 16 animals from six

to nine months; in the remaining r6anin~als from nineta IZ months. Rcstllts

I
are available foronjy 40 animals since two of tlleorigi]]al grotlf)of /Iz animals

(Table 111 ) were trained on only one test.

It is seen fron~TablelV that the proportionof al~ilmals s}l{)wi]lgastro~l~

and consistent preference on complex visual tests has actL1ally fallen from

61~o on the first test to 57% (8 out of ~4 animals) on the last test. How-
e~rer the eightaninlalswith lessthan two months’ interval between the first

and last tests fall into this group of 14 animals. In the case of the son~a-

tosensory tests the proportion has risen from 33yc on the first test to

79~0 (] I o~lt of 14 animals) on the last test {Tab)e V). Moreover all

(Ioo~o) of the 12 animals testec] last on an atlditory r]iscrirnination test

showed strong an(l consistent preferences (Table V). So that combining

all the sensory modalities of testing (Table VI) ~ T out of 40 animals ( 787c )

gave evidence of strong and consistent preferences on their last test, ns

against 5570 on the first test. The di f ferencc between thrse ~)roportir)ns on

the first and last tests is significant (x2 = 4.71, p = <0.rJS).

Distribtltion of preferences Although the proportion of

animals showing a strong preference changc(l only slightly as between tbf

first and last visL~al tests (Tables I and TV) the relativ? distribtltions of right

and left preference chailged to n markr{l extent, qo~n of the zo animals

showing strong and consistent preferences on the first visL]al test preferre(l

the right hand. This vah~e l~as risen to 63~o on the last visual test. Simi-

larly, disregarding sensory modality, only six ntlt of 23 animals (26Y0 )

showing a strong and consistent preference on the first test (Table TTI)

preferred the right hand. On the last test this proportion has risen to 13

otlt of 3 r animals (42~0 ). The difference between the actoal and cxpecte(l
1

.

H:

Ri
Lc
Ri
Lc
Ri
Lf
Ri
L,

T1le letters, fi:

AtliIIlais II,siI>
are saicl to l?al
Tables J\~and
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TABLE IV,,
Hud Pyefcrenccs on fheir lqt test, # vi$ti, ~ 14 z(?zoperu$ed ntunkeys.

H~d Preference
Li(l$

Urb ! Nui +

Right
Nuts

Left B*C
5

Right > Left 3

Left > Rigilt
I

Right for left sic]e
B, C

(

1

Left for right side I
Right for right side
Left for ieft side ( A o

TOTmS 3 11

The letters, fi~res and headings have ti?c mme meanings as in Table 1.

The fi~ures and headings have the %~nlcmeanings ~%in Talde 1. A 11anilmls shower]
the same preference for both lids and mlts.

TABLE VI

40

Animals using their right or left l]an(l in 27 of so trials for hotll Ii{Is nnd nuts
are said to llal~ea right or left preference; n]] other categories of preference from
Tables IV and V are classified as ambiguous.
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incidence of strong right hancl preferences on the last test is no longer

statistically significant (p = >0.1 ).

Seven oLlt of 42 animals ( 1~~o ) were inconsistent in their preferences

(for lids and nuts) on the first test. Only three oLlt of 40 animals (8Yo)

were similar] y inconsistent on their last test.

~~ Yo of animais gave evidence of strong and consistent preferences on

their first test, as against ~8~0 on the last test. 26qc of animals showing

strong and consistent preferences were right han[lecl on the first test, as

against 4270 on the. last test. 17% of animals were inconsistent in their

preferences for the hand used in moving a li[l and grasping a nut on the

first test, as against ~~o on the last test.

Patterns of change in preferences.

In Table VII are shown the changes in hand preference of 40 animals

during testing on Lip to ten separate tests. Eight animals from the original

groLlp of 48 (Tables I and 11) have been exclucle~l: the six al~imals testecl

first on the field test (Table 1) and one further animal each from Tables

I and IT that received training on only one test.

The first finding relates to the large mnnber of animals changing their

preference between the first and second tests compared with the smaller

number changing between subseqllent tests. For 18 allim~ls (4570 of 40)

showed a different preference on test z than they hacl shown 011 test 1,

whereas only eight (25 YO of 32) changed their preferences between tests

2 and 3, and four ( r3~0 of 32) changed between tests ~ and 4. Nevertheless,

on ticmsion an animal changer] its preference even after prolonged training.

Thus an animal which preferred the left hand stronqly on the first test (ancl

is identified by the letter G in Table VII) colltinuc(l this preference on

test 2, showed weak lkf t handedness (L > R) on test 3, a strong right

preference on tests 4-6, again a weak left preference on test 7 ancl a strong

right preference on test 8. SUC1l changes are atypical and cannot rearlily

be related to variations in the conditions (e.g. sensory mo(lality j of successive

tests.

Another finding concerns the greater frequency of a full reversal of

a strong preference th:ln of change to a v?cal~er one. Thus of the anilllals

with a strong right preference on the first test, one showed a strong left

preference on the second whereas there was none with a vvcal{ right prefe-

rence. This trend is continued, so that on test 3-6 two of the animals were

\

‘1

\
I‘1

I
Ri,olzi Pvrf. R:
A, E,C, L:
D, F, (E) R>L:

L>R:

Left Pref. R:
L:

Ip. (3) L>R:
Rforl.
L for r.

Rigl~t > Left R:
L:

A, E, C, L>R
D, E

Lcjf > Ri,vilf R:
L :

6, (B) L>R:
R for 1.<
L for r. \

T}]e fi.:~lrcs
(irresl)ectlve r)
fo]l, or ill ;11)1
alli]nals :1)1(1II
j]l~licate :Illilna
cm]taillers.
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,,,
Swial Number of Test (i-tive of smsw nsodali~l”

s 2 3 “’4 5 ‘6 7 8 9 Io
y;pf. R: $ (D) (D)

‘L: ~D; EDF ~DF E,F E ; E
D; F: (E) R>L: D

;\
L> R:(E)

‘ J
;

I
~ Left Pref. R: 2! (3) 3, (A) s 4 A, ~, N (A) A, G (A) A

‘~ L: & (6) II, (2}’ 11, (3) g, (3) q (3) 6, (2) 7, (2) B, C, D B, C,
17, (3) “ L>R: G G, (H)

(R ‘W*. (Q)L for r.
Q,R R R

Left for R>L:A

(
r. side R for 1. ~

A, B L for r.

The figures at the head of columns iti]cate the serial number of successive tests
(irreswctive of rno~lality). The heaclings of rows refer to hand preferences (given in
full, or in abbreviated form in the sul}-rows). Tile capital letters refer to individual
animals and the figures to total nnmhers of animals. Letters or figtlres in brackets

\
imlicate animals that showd the given preference onll~ in respect of litls of foorf
containers.

i
1

strongly left-handed and none weakly right-handed. Similarly, of the animals

showing a strong left preference on the first test fotlr or five showed

strong right preferences on tests 2-5 as against none or one with a weak

left preference. Jf, however, the animal showed a weak preference (R > L

or L > R) on the first test it was tdtimately more likely to show a strong

preference with the same hand than to reverse its handedness. Thus three

of five animals showing a weak right preference on the first test are

strongly right-handed on the second.

D
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Finally, there is only a very slight trenrl f(>r animals (intlicatecl by braclcets

in Table VII) that showecl inconsistent prc~fercncds (as between lids and

nuts) on any one test also to be more likely to change in their preferences

from test to test than other animals. Thus if changes in preference onl!~

on tests 3-10 are. consi(lerecl, it can be seen from Tahlc VII that three in-

consistent animals changed their preferences, Wl~el-eaS o1lIY t1170 full?

consistent animals (CT of the Left group for test r, ancl l? of the .L > R

group on trst I) changecl their preferences in the same way. However animal

A of the Left grou? 011 test ~ ~,ff~~(~~ an ~X:llllpie of all Unchangeci right

preference (tests 2-10) (lespi t?’ the occasional inconsistency in the use of

the hands for li(ls anti nuts on any one test. 1t also a])pears that if an

animal is inconsistent in its preference for licls an(l nut:, on any one test

it is lilcely to corstinue to he inconsistent on subse~j~tent tests. Therefore in-

consistency, although recluced by practice, appears rel Icate(lly il] sonl~’ animals

and never in others.

EFFECT OF NEIJROSURGI CAL PlloCEI~[lRES

Table VIII tabtllates the results of this illl~l~sis. As band preferences

continue to change even in some unoperate(l animals despite prolonged

TAELE VIII

Ef feet of l>raitl.surgery ot~.l~anti flref ere~lces for lid-opc*ri?Ig;.vI.30 v;z.oltkeJls.

Type of Ablation No Change Change Totals

Bil. Anterior Frontal 7 L ~(,:~ ‘< f,)r r. si[lc 8
/ I.. for 1. si(le

BiJ, Inferior Temporal 9 0 9

Unil. Inferior Temporal 2 R> LIo:R 3

Bil. Poster;c)r Parietal 5 L (0: R 7
L to: R

Left Optic Tract Section 0 RI,I:L 3

~ ;ry ;;)e ‘“ ; ,“: ~

L for r. si<lc
-—

Totals 23 ? 30

The figures represent numbers of monkeys in each cxte~nr}. Each animal ~~a$hcen in-
clucieeJin this table only once, in respect of its preferences ml the last test (irrespective of
sensory nlmbtli~) before stlrgcry an(l 011the s :1m e test (no[ necessnril~.IIICfirst) after
surger~~.M~he~ean animal ~?as operate(J\Iponmore than once it IIZSI]een inchl(le(l in the
table only in respect of its first operation.
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lnchanged right
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i11me qni~]s

i?t 30 monkeys.

Totals

(IC 8“
[Ie

9

3

7

L

30

linlal has &en in-
S1(irrespective of
Jythe first) after
~n inchlded in the

training (~qbks VII] a certain fr<quency of c~afige associated with testing.,.
before and ,aftsr surgery is likely to rcsutt frnm fa@ors not diredly rdated

to the ~rg~s*~ Howt~ver it mn be sren ~:~i ‘~abie VITT that every one of

three’ animals that had’ the left ‘optic trati dtt ,(giving rise to blitidness of

the ri~ht half-field ;of vision in both ryes} changed their preferences to

become strongly left-handed.

DlsctlssloN
WARREN ( rg58) using 17 monke~s in his careful study was Able to

(Iesnonstrate statisticall}~ that pract ice jncreases thr st rcngth, rnnsistenry (be-

tween preferences on the first and second halves of a sjngle test) and gene-

rality (between different fests) of lateral preferences in the monkey. His

animals were tested three times over the course of about TI months on the

same three tests. other tiaining intervened between successive cycles of

testjng for hand preferences. In the ~resent study all three of WARREN’S

findings fi~~e rmgiia indir~d confi~tik. However clif ferent mmsures

of stiin~ and ihsiste~y have ~n’ USM, .a~l tie ge~~ty, of prefe.,

ren~ hz%.ii this inve~tiga~iml be$~~:”fbllow~fl ‘motby, tiri~,ati,oas” heween: ;

diffeknt ~ btfi by ao$ing fve~nties o~$e~, ‘.ja pref?r:nce., ~wa~*
,. ”..

successive ~ests (Tab]e VII )., ”~ere~er in WAtiR~N’s,” ~t,y~~yM ‘:ti~f~t ,o{~~~~,~~

practice was assessed by comparison of pr~ferenees 04 ttit& r~*~tiofi4

of the same tests, whereas in fhe ])resent wqrk it was gtnrrally assessed

by comparison of preferences on successive and different tests,.
One new finding is the small proportion (33yo ) of animals with strong

and consistent preferences on the first somntnsensrsrj test @ven in the dark.

The manipulations involved in this test (described jn cletail by. ETTLING~R

& W~GENER, Yg58) are the same as for the complw visual tests, except

that pushing the lids is preceded by palpation, in the (lark, of one or

both of the di$simiiar tactile cues. Previous quantitative reports on lateral

preferences during somatosensory testing in the dark are. not li]l~wll. How-

ever WARREN (1958) found only 30Ya ~f animals with a greater than 8070

preference on the first administration of ,a simple visual test. Therefore

the value of 33 ~0 of animals with a greater than g~$k preference WOUICI

not be exceptionally low for a simple test. In fact the test was not simple,

so that no satisfactory explanation can he offered, more partimll~rly since

the trend is reverse{l in the last sornatosensory test (Table V),

Also unexpected w-as the low proportion ( 26~c ) of stronglj~ right-handed,

as against 74~0 of strongly left-handed, animals on the first test. This di f fe-

rence had virtually disappeared on the last test. WARREN ( 1953) has re-

ported on the prefercn~.es of 84 monlieys on a single test. He found no

1

)

.. . . . .. .
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asymmetry. However the animals wcrr not rrqui r;<l to push Ii{Is in his

test so that preference was ohservecl in respect of th( Ilal)(l taki]lg foofl.

Also ~~ARR~N ( 195s) refers to the animals in his earlier stucl]; as “ex-

perimentally sophisticated”. Therefore further ohservatio]~s are nce(lc(] of

the lateral preferences on a coml)lex test in untraine(l monkeys. inspection of

Table TTII indicates that the asymmetry is alr~a(ly- Sreatly redtlce{l on the

second test (nine animals with strong an(l consistent right preft”rencesi 11

with left preferences) although more nl~rl<e(l agoi~; on some st~bscq~lcrtt tests.

Finally it has been found tilat hzncl preferences are changeci to the left

in animals renderecl blind in the right halves of the two fielcls of vision.

This confirms the earlier reports of ]<LU\7~R (1937) ancl of SI?TTI-A(;I;

(1939). In all investigations handedness was assesserl on visual tests. l~urthcr

animals, showing the same change in han(l prcfcrcncc but when the left ol)tir

tract was cut subsequent to other surgical proceclclres, h:]ve been rlcscribrcl

by ETTLING~R (1g5ga). It WOZII(lseem that the preferred hand is lilcel]’ to

be on the side of the bo(ly that rvceives the sensory informatio]~ gt;i(iing

jts movements (that is, the preferred hancl is opposite to the cerebral hemis-

phere receiving the relevant sensory inflow). Thus the nature of the sensory

control of a manual rnanjpulation would appear to be another major (deter-

minant of hand preference.

SUMMARY

(

Hand preferenws have been observed in a group of 48 monkeys. It is foun(l that
practice in manipulation increases the proportion of nnimals sl)mving strong anl} con-
sistent preferences and reduces the initill prcflominmlre of left preferences in {his
sample of animais to near equaliw witi) right. Tke proportirm of m}imals shcswing strmlx
and consistent preferences is low during initial srnnntoscnsnry (iiseriminalion testin~
in the dark. The various kinds of change in preference ohscrvc(l on up to ten conse-
cutive tests are analyserl in some detai1. Thus 2 f1!11reversal is common jn nninxtls
changing from a strong preference, wtlereas n strengthening of the same preference
is common in animals chnnging from a weak prefercnce. 4570 of animals change their
preference between the first ancl second test, but this proportion is progressivel~~re-
cluced, for example to 1370 changing between tests s anri4. F-inallythe effects of v:lrious
neurosurgical procerlureson the preferences in .w anim:lls nre taht~latecl.These comprise
f rental, temporzl or parjetal cortical ahintjons nnrl also section of one optic tract. Only
the latter procedure gives rise to changes in hnnd preferences. 1t is conc)urlcrlthat the
nature of the sensory control (whether visual or socn:ilosensors’, or if visual, whetiler
confined to cme ha~f visual fiekl) of a mannnl Inanipnlation is another major [lcter-
minant of hand preference.
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LATERAL PREFERENCES IN

by

G. ETTLINGER 1,
(Psychological Laboratory, Institute of Neurolo~,

MONKEYS

The National Hospital,
Queen Square, London W.C.1)

(Rec.zo-X-xg60)

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the recent investigations of ‘than&’ preferences in monkeys

by COLE ( 1gj7) and WARREW ( 1gj8] two factors have been isolated that

influence the degree of preference shown. The first factor relates to practice

or learning: the number of animals showing sibwif icant lateral preferences

and also eadl individual animaSs consistency (throughout a given test and

also between different tests ) increases with the amount of testing given

under constant conditions. The second factor relates to the complaity of

the task or test for handedness: both the degree and consistency of lateral

preferences increase with more comple~ test conditions. This finding con-

firmed the earlier work of KOUNIN ( 1g38). WARREN (1958) has also

summarised the results obtained from rats, cats, monkeys, &impanzees and

man, and suggests “the possibili~ that the importance of environmental

determinants, rektive to anatomid factors, increases with phyletic status

witin the mammalian series”.

It is the aim of the present paper to present further information about

the factors concerned in the manifestation of hand preferences in monkeys.

The practice effect has been observed in 16 animals over a period of 9-12

months and in another 16 animals for at lest 6 months. In aU the tests

=cept one (the least complex) it was possible to observe both the hand used

to manipulate an inedible objed (such as the lid of a food container) and

dso the hand used to bring the food to the mouth. Thus an indication has

Z) This worlc has received financial support from the U.S. Dept. of the Army (in a
grant to Dr K H. PmBRAM),from the Research Fund of the Institute of Neurology,
from the Mental Health Research Fund and from the Medical Research Council. I am
also greatly indebted to Dr E. A, CU~L, Dr K H. PRUSXWand Dr E. T. 0.
SLAmR for providing me with facilities for this resear~, and to my numerous colleagues
(espwially Dr J. McFm, Dr J. Wmmom and Prof. 0. L. ZANGWLL)for help and en-
couragement.

.
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- o~~ed of tie kisten~ of pieferenm on a *le test.An tiysis

of the effw bf ti~ n~surgi@ pruedures upon the hand preferences .
of a grow .of 30 as has *O b*n ~de. ,,’

.

METHODS

S u b j e c ts. ~td preferences were routindy obsemed in animals

that have at tie same time sened as subje~s for other beha~tioural in-

vesti~tions d~g tie years ~gS&&. Thus tie weights and training histo-

ries of @ of the present group of & animals have akeady been reported

elsewhere (8 animals by ETTLINGER & WEGENE~ rg58; 12 animals b]

EtiLrNGER, rg5ga; 3 ~ by E~LrNGER, zg5gb; II animals by BURTOF

& EmUNGER, Igdo; 12 -S by BATES & ETTLIXGER~ 19@). ~’ ,

additioti - was given be adapting test of E~LINGER & WEGENEI :

(x958) d * .~ - was *n the first Ko tests of thos ‘i

destibed by @mTop & EfiZNGER’ (I@), .fiis kst animal, together witi ;!,,
the zx .shje- Of $q~o~ & E~”NGZR ( rgdo) we~ subsequently use~~

b a fub~ ~~, -g ~e new tesL W= is @ ~ rewfi~ (B~T~~”~

& E-6* J*).* : ‘ ,~ ::,~,,
‘,:‘“

A p pa r a t ~ &‘ Ml -s were t~id $*e ~1*-in ~ne~ T~E ~‘

Apparatus. ,!

Tests. ~ese have been destibed in detail in previous reports. ~

v is u “a1 tesb fdl into three main groups, according to the find of manu

~pdation required: first, tie large majority of visual tests, in whit

tie anid was rquired to ia simultaneous We [or rarely five-) &oi

di=irninations based on differences h shape,. hue) s~e) Or multiPle dime

sions between the mea, and in whl~ the manip~tion involved pushing

sfiding fid off a food container and grasping a peanut; s~on~y, the

tests in whih the U was required to draw towards itself, by pul~

on a cord, one of two sbding boxes and then to fift a hinged tid and ta

hold of the nut, when learning visual tempoti disdlnations as descrik

by BURTON & E~LIN~ER (Igfi); and thirdly, the test described by E
tiger ( Ig5ga) ti whi~ the animal was confronted with a row of II p

nuts and allowed to tie three on ea~ of six trials. The s o m a t os c

s o r y tests in every instance involved the pushing of alternative stid

fids in the darlc, with the presence of reward being indicated by dif feren

in shape, size, roughness or spatial position between the aes. In

a u d i t o r y tests the animal was required to draw in, by pulfing o]

cord, one of WO boxes running on rails and then to Eft open a hinged
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and remove a nut, exactly as in the visual temporal discrimination tests.

A peanut served as the food reward for correct choice in all the tests.

P r o c e d u r e. The general training procedures have been described in

previous reports. Except in the field test of ETTLINGER (1959a) training

was routinely continued until each animal achieved a standard level of

performance Of 10 or leSS errors in 100 COllSeCQtiVetria]S on any teSt. A

record was then tal<en of tie hand used to manipulate the lids and dso

of that used to grasp the food during a blocl~ of 30 trials forming part

of the final Ioo trials. (As a ruie the blocii of so trials was tal<en from

the last 50 or so trials, in which none or only very few of the 10 per-

missible errors occur.) Occasionally training was abandoned when an ani-

mal had received a large number of trials without atileving the standard

level of performance. Under those circumstances the hand preferences were

recorded during a blocl< of so successful trials forming part of the final

100 test trials. In the field test of ETTLINGER (1959a) the hand used by

eah animal to tal<e hold of the nut was recorded on all 18 trials.

categories of Preference. Whenever an animal used one
band (either to move a lid or to grasp food) in at least 27 of 30 (9070)

trials a strong preference is recorded, and indicated as a “Right” or “Left”

preference. Use of a hand on 16-26 trials is indicated by “R > U’ or

“L > F’, Occasionally one hand, say the left, was used on 14-15 trials

with the box to the animars’ left side, and the other hand on at least 14

trials with tie right box. This lcind of preference is recorded as “Left

for left side, Rtght for right side”. Similarly some animals used the right

hand on 14 or 15 trials with the left box, and tice verse. Su& a preference

is referred to as “Right for left side, Left for right side”.

RESULTS

PREFE=NCES ON THE FIRST TEST (~ OPERATED ANIMUS)

Strength of preference. The hand preferewes shown by 48

animals on their first test are presented in Table I (visual testing) and II

(somatosensory testing). The categories of preference have been fully de-

scribed in the section on Methods. “Right” and “Left)’preferences are

strong tendencies (the same hand used in ~~o or more of trials). The

other categories imply some degree of ambiguity in the handedness. Am-

biguity (or more strictly, inconsistency) is also present when the same

hand is not strongly preferred for both manipulation of the box lids and

also for grasping the nut.
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TABLE 1

H&d preferences on their ftiti ted,if d, in 39 unopwated nsonkeys.Lids
Fldd

& T@

TAB~ II

Hand preferences on thtir firti test,
if so~o-sewoq, in nine unopwded

monkeys.
Ulds

Nuts
+

Hmd Preference Lids Nuts
o

fight A
3

Left 2

Wght > Left A 2

Left 7 ~ght
Left for right side 1

I

Right for left side ( I 8

TOT&S

The letters, fimres and hmdngs have the same meatings as in Table L

~=d Preference

~ght
6

Leit
17

fibl@ous Ig

test

i

TABLE 111

smm~vy of Tables I and 11,
showifig hand ~ref erences os their first

(irrespective of sensory motility) in 42 smoperated monkeys.

Mmais tested ordY on *e field t-t of Table ~ have *n ‘tittd %ds ‘g
thdr right or left @d in 27 of 30 rnals

for boti fi& and nuts are -d to have

dl otha categories of prefmence from Tables 1 and 11
a right or left prefmence;
are dassifid as di~ous.
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Taking first the least complex visual test, the field test in which the

animal merely picked peanuts off a board, it is seen from Table. I that a

strong preference was shown by only three of the six animals (5070). The

proportion of animals showing a strong and consistent preference rises to

61’% (20 out of 33) when the results for more complex 1) visuai tests are

considered. In these tests the animals were reqLlired to push open a sliding

lid in order to gain a nut. If moreover the measure of hand preference

is restricted to just one kind of response, namely to the use of the hand

for grasping f 00 d (as in the field test, and in the tests of WARREN,

1958), then an additional five anima~s (animals A, C, D, E and F of Table I )

show strong preferences on the complex tests, raising the proportion to

76%. Unexpectedly the proportion of animals showing strong and consistent

preferences on their first test falls to 33% when the nine animals first

trained in the darli on a complex tactile discrimination test are considered

(Table II). If now the six animals that were first tested on’ the field

test (no lids) are excludecl and the sensory modality of testing is Slsregarded,

then it is seen from Table III that 23 of @ animals (55Y0 ) showed a strong

and consistent preference (the same hand used in go~o of trials for n?ani-

pulation of both the fids and nuts) on their first test.

Distribution of preferences. It is clear from the present

results that more animals in this sample of @ showed a strong preference for

the left hand than for the right hand on their first test. This finding applies

equa~y to the complex visual and somatosensory tests (Tables I and 11) but

is reversed or absent in two groups of animals, namely in the six animals

tested first on the field test, and in the six animals showing inconsistent

preferences for fids and nuts on the complex visual tests. The difference

between the actual and expected incidence of strong right handedness

(Table III) reaches statistical signifi~nce (p = .034, two-tailed binomial

test).

Inspection of the results for the six inconsistent animals of Tabie I and

the one similar animal of Table II fails to reveal any obvious trend in the

distribution of the preferences. It is surprising however, that all of the seven
animals that showed different (inconsistent ) preferences for manipulation

of lids and nuts at the same time gave evidence of a strong preference (right

I) The preferences on the field test were recorded on the first two days of training,
on the more ‘complex tests during the final 100 trials of training, perhaps as much
as 1-5 weelcs after training began, depending on the dif ficul~ of the first test. Thus
some addhional practim was given at the same time as more compl~x tests were used.
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.
~ left) for e i ~~’ e i ~~btion of the fids o r of the nuts o r of both

..
(with the opposite hm@). ,,,,

P~FE~NGS QN THE LAST TEST (~OP~T~ ANIMfiS)

Strength of preferences. Gross differences in the complexi~

of the tests do not exist when lateral preferences on the &t test are con-

sidered. For in dl kst tests the animals were required to manipubte both a

fid and a food reward, However, in the ~se of the 12 animals tested last on

an auditory test (Table V) manipulation of the fids and nuts was preceded

and accompanied by manipulation of a cord (see sedon on Tests).

The inteml between testing on the first and kt tests varied considerably. ~~
In eight animals it ranged from two to seven W*S; in 16 animab from six ~.

to nine months; in the remaining 16.~ from nine to 12 months. Results ~,

are avaitile for ,ordy @ animah since ho of the origidf group of # animals 3

(T*~e ~11) we@ ~lnd @ ~y o~,~~b ,
Ii is seen fr~:,~able ,w,’*-~*#*m o! a- +~~g.a strong iq

and misteti .p$d$c~j,~”:tiplti$ ti~ %- ~-y f~len from
,4

61% on tie ~rst tki? td SW (~,~ ,~t 14 anids) d ‘tie ~t test. HOW- j
mer the eight dmls titi less *M *O ,months’ inteml between the first

and hst tests, fall jnto tiis grow of r~ anW. In the -e of the soma- ,.

tosensory tests the propordon has risen from 3f10 on h first test to

7g~o (11 Out of 14 ardmals) on the @t test (Table V). Moreover all
(100% ) of the J2 ani~s tested kt on an auditory discrimination test
showed strong and consistent preferences (Table V). So that combining

all the sensory modalities of testing (Table ~) 3 I out of 40 animals (78Y~ )

gave evidence of strong and consistent preferences on their last test, as

against s 5~0 on the first test. The dlf ference be~een these proportions on

the first and hst tests is $ignifiet (X2 * 4.71, p = <0.05).

Distribution of preferences. Although the proportion of

animals showing a strong preference &anged only sfightly as between the

first and last visual tests (Tables I and IV) the re~tive distributions of right

and left preference changed to a marked extent. 3090 of the 20 animals

showing strong and consistent preferences on the first visual test preferred

the right hand. This value has risen to 63 ~a on the last visual test. Simi-

larly, disregarding sensory modality, only six out of 23 wimals (26Y0 )

showing a strong and consistent preference on the first test (Table III)

preferred the right hand. on the last test this proportion has risen to 13

out of 3 I animals (~~0 ). The dlf f erence be~een the actual and expected
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TABLE IV

Ha~d preferences oti their iast test, if visual, in 14 unoperated monkeys.
Lids

Hand Preference Lids Nuts +
Nuts

Right A 5

Left B, C 3
Right > Left I

Left > Right B, C I

Klght for ieit side ?

(
I

Left for right side
Klght for right side

( A o
Left for left side

TOTALS 3 II

Theletters, figures andhea{lngs have the same meanings as in Table I.

TABLE V

Hand preferences in their last test, if sowatosensory or auditory, in 26

unoperated monkeys.

Somatosensory Auditory
test test

Hand Preference Lids + Nuts Lids + Nuts

Right 5 3

Left 6 9

~ght for left side ? ~ o
Left for right side \

TOTALS 14 12

The figures and headings have the same meanings as
in Table I. All animals showed

the same preference for both fids and nuts.

TABLE VI

Stitl$mary of Tables IV and V, shoting had #references on their last test
(irrespective of se fisory modality) in40unoperated lnonkeys.

Hand Preference

Right 13
Left 18
Ambiguous 9

40

Animals using their right or left hand in 27 of 30 trials ~ both lids and nuts
are said to have a right or left preference; all other categories of preference from

Tables IV and V are classified as ambiguous.

.—
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incidence of sw~ng right kd preferences on the kst test is no longer
Statistidly s*fitit (g = ,,>0.1]. -,

Seven out of M * .(17~0) w~e inconsistent jn their preferences
(for ~ds and nuts) em tic’ first test. Ody three out of @ animals (8%) L

were simikrly jncoasistent on thtir &t test.

SUMMARY OF DIF=~NmS BETWE~ P~F~ENmS ON FIRST
,. AND MST TEST

55To of =i-ls gave evidence of strong and consistent preferences on
their first test, as against 78% on the &t test. 26~0 of animals showing

strong wd consistent preferenms were righthanded on the first test, as ~~w,,
against @ ~o on the kst test, 17% of anm were inconsistent in their

.,:,,.

preferences for the hand used in moving a lid and grasping a nut on the

first test, as against ~’ ti the @t test. ;i

Patterns of :,hang,f~T<p $refe~t,nce$.

In :Table ~1 me .,tid$~ ‘~~: M. M p?ef~r~~e of 40 ~imfi

du~g t~ng” m q k“’~~~~ t~ts, ~@ ani~h from the Oti@hal

@* of ~ (TaMes I ~~’ ~).~ti ~’:.~hdti: the six ani~ tested
first on tie field test (Tabk ~ tid one ~u~er a-l each from Tables

I and II that receivd @nin&-on only oti@ test.

The first finding r~tes to the kge “ntiber of anids tinging their

preference between the first and Second tests c~pared with the smaller

number changing between stibsequent tests. For 18 animals (4s70 of 40)

showed a dlf ferent preference on test -2 *an they had shown on test I,

wher~s only eight (25~0 of 32) changed their preferences between tests

2 and 3, =d four ( x3~o of 32) changed between tests 3 and 4. Nevertheless,

on occasion an animal changed its preference even after prolonged training.

Thus an animal which preferred the left hand strongly on the first test (and

is identified by the letter G in Table WI) continued Wls preference on

test 2, showed weak left handedness (L > R) on test 3, a strong right

preference on tests 4-6, again a weak left preference on test 7 and a strong

right preference on test 8. Such changes are atypical and cannot readily

be related to variations in the conditions (e.g. sensory modabty) of successive

tests.

Another finding concerns the greater frequency of a full reversal of

a strong preference than of change to a weaker one. Thus of the animals

with a strong right preference on the first test, one showed a strong leit

‘preference on the second whereas there was none with a weak right prefe-

rence. This trend is continued, so that on test 3-6 two of the animals were
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TABLE ~1

Changes in the hand prefere~ces of 40 unoperated monkeys during testitig

fuyperiodsoft~j to one year.

Serial Numberof Test (irrespective of sensoV modality)

I 2

Right Pref. R: $ (D)
A, B,C, L:
D, F, (E) R>L:

}

L>R: (E)

\

Left Pvef. R: ~, (3)
L: 8, (6)

17..(3) L>R:

(‘forl” (Q)L for r.

Right > Left R: 2, (B)
L: E

A, B, C, L>R:D
D, E

Left > Right R: 2, (B)
L: c

6, (B) L> R: A,(F
Rforl. ~
L for r. (

3,(A) s
II,(2) II,(3)

G

Q,R R

C,D C,D
EE

EE
C,D, F C,D, F

{B)

G,(B) G

5

D
E, F

4
9P(3)

R

c, D

E
C, D
(B)

F

6 7 8 9 lo
(D) D
E,F E E E

D

A, G, N (A) A, G (A) “
g, (3) 6, (2) 7, (2) B, C, D B,:, D

G, (H)

c

E
CED C B

(B) (B)

Right for
1.de

Left for R>L:A
r, tide R for 1.t B

L for r. {

The fiaures at the head of columns indicate the serial number of successive tests
(irrespec~ve of modality), The headings of rows refer to hand preferences (given in
full, or in abbreviated form in the sub-rows). The capital letters refer to individual
animals ancl the figures to total numbers of animals. Letters or figures in brackets
indicate animals that showed the given preference only in respect of lids of food
containers.

strongly left-handed and none weakly right-handed. Similarly, of the animals

showing a strong left preference on the first test four or five showed

strong right preferences on ttsts 2-5 as against none or one with a weak

left preference. If, however, the animal showed a weak preference (R> L

or L > R) on the first test it was ultimately more likely to show a strong

preference with the same hand than to reverse its handedness. Thus three

of five animals showing a weak right preference on the first test are

strongly right-handed on the second.
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Fiy, ~ is ody a ~ siight trend for animals (indi~ted by bra~ets

in Table ~1) ,tit sWd kconsistent preferenc~ (* ~e~=~ ~~ ad

nutS) Ori * one t~ *to be more Wdy to tige ti their preferences

from test to test * ~er ani~s. tius if *ges h preference only

on tests 3-IO ar~ considered, it ~ ti s~n from Table VII that three in-

consistent as &tiged their preferences, whereas only two fully

consistent’ anirna&~G of tie Left group for \est r, ad F of the L > R

group on test I) &anged their preferences in the sme way. However animal
A of the Left group on test I affords an msmple of m untinged right

preference (tests 2-10) qespite tie ocmsional incopsistenq in the use of

the “hands for lids and mats on any one tat. It alSO appears that if an
animti is inconsis~nt in its preference for fids and nuts on any one test
it is likely to contifiue to be hconsistent on subsequent tests. Therefore in-
cons~kn~, although reduced by pmtim, ap~s rqeate~y in SOrne~fils

and never in others. ~” . .

Ef feet of htim wgeq on b& fl~weaces fm lti-opening in

Type of AbMtion No ~ge Gange

Bii. Anterior Frontal 7 R for r.’ side
L ‘o:\ L for 1. side

Bil. Inferior Tempod 9 0

U&l. Inferior TernPoA 2 R> Lto: R

BiI. Posterior Parietsl 5 L to: R
L to: R

Left Optic Tract Section o Rto:L

;~?~tL {~.: L

30 monkeys.

Totals

8

9

3

7

3

L for r. side )
-—

Totis 23 7 30

The figures represent numbers of mo~eys in each @tegory. =ch animal has been jn-
cluded in this table only once, in rmpect of its preferences on the last test (irrespective of
sensory mod~ity) before surgery and on the s a m e test (not nwessarily the first) after
surgery. Where an animal was operated upon more than once it has been included in the
table only in respect of its first operation,
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training (Table VII) a certain frecluency of change associated with testing

before and after surgeryjs likely to result from factors not directly related,
to the surgery. However it can be seen from Table VIII that every one ofI
three animals that had the left optic tract cut (giving rise to blindness of

the right half-field of vision in both eyes) changed their preferences to

become strongly left-handed.

1

DISCUSSION

i WARREN i1958) uting IT Illonl<eys in his careful study was able to

demonstrate statistically that practice increases the strength, consistency (be-
,

tween preferences on the first and second halves of a single test) and gene-1
y rafity (between different tests) of lateral preferences in the monkey. His

animals were tested three times over the course of about II months on the

same three tests. Other training intervened between successive cycles of

testing for hand preferences. In’the present study all three of WARREN’S

findings have received indirect confirmation. However different measures

of strength and consistency “have been used, and the generality of prefe-

rences has in this investigation been followed not by correlations between

different tests but by noting frequencies of change in preference between

successive tests (Tablt VII). Moreover in WARREN’S study the ef feet of

practice was assessed by comparison of preferences on three repetitions

of the same tests, whereas in tie present work it was generally assessed

by comparison of preferences on successive and different tests.

One new finding is the small proportion (33%) of animals with strong

and consistent preferences on the first somatosensory test given in the dark.

The manipulations involved in this test (described in detail by ETTLINGER

& WEGENER, 1g58) are the same as for the compltix visual tests, except

that pushing the lids is preceded by palpation, in the darli, of one or

both of the dissimilar tactile cues. Previous quantitative reports on lateral

L preferences during somatosensory testing in the dark are not known. How-

ever WARREN (1958) found only 30% of animals with a greater than 8070

preference on the first administration of ,a simple visual test. Therefore

the value of 33 ~o of animals with a greater than go~o preference would

J not be exceptionally low for a simple test. In fact the test was not simple,

I
so that no satisfactory explanation can be offered, more particularity since

the trend is reversed in the last somatosensory test (Table V).

Also unexpected was the low proportion (26~0) of strongly right-handed,

as against 74~o of strongly left-handed, animals on the first test. This dif f e-

rence had virtually disappeared on the last test. WA~R~N (1953) has re-

ported on the preferences of 84 monkeys on a single test. He found no

—.-
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mew. However the MS were not r~uir:d to push Cds in his
test so that pref-nm w~ obssrved in respeti of tie h=d *ng food.

..MSOW~ ( jg~)’ icfers .tQ, tie -s in ~s ~r~er study as “=-
perimendy so*sti*te&. mmfore further observations are needed of

the lateral pref~~s on a compl= test in untrakcd mo@w. Inspe~ion of

Table WI in&tit& that the asymmetry is alr-dy greatly reduced on tie
semnd test (nine ~ with StrOW and consistent right preferences, r I

with left pref crences) although more marked agairi on some subsequent tests.

Fitily it has been found that hd preferences are &nged to the left

in animals rendered blind in tie fight tives of the two fields of vision.

This confirms the qarfier reports of KLfiv~R ( 1g37) and of SE~LAGE

(1g3g). h w investigations handedness was assessed on tisual tests. Fur*er

animals, shwing the same wge in hand prefmenm but when the left optic

tract was @t subs~uent to hther surgical protidures, have been described
by EmUMGEX( rqsga). It wguld se that the preferred hand is likely to
G on tie side of “he body’.tiht reccim the sensory i?~o~tion @iding
its mov- (~t is, the &f er@. Md **opposite ~ tie cerebral he~s-

Phete r+~~ r+~t ~w in*). .mvs the natire of the senso~,.
‘cwtrd af a kti #*~-W- ax to-be mther major detcr-
&naut 6f hti @w= ; ,“’ :

Handpreferen- have ~ observed in a gPOUP.of d m~k~s. It is fo~d *at
practice in ~mtion increases tie proportion of * sllo~ng stpong ~.d con-
sistent preferen- and reduces ‘Me ini~ Predominanceof left Preferences in ~
sampleof animals to near W*W with right The proportion of animals showing strong
=d consistent preferences is low during initial somatosensory discrimination testing
in the dark. The various kinds of change in preference oxerved on up to ten conse-
cutive tests are ~ysed in some detail. Thus a fdl reversal is common in animals
changing from a stroog preferen~, whereas a strengthening of the same preference
is common in timais changing from a w+ preference. fi% of *S c~ge th~r
preference between the fi~st and swond test, but this proportion is progressively re-
duced, for ~ple to 13% changing between tuts 3 and A Fidly the effects of various
neurosurgical procedures m the preferences h 30 animals are Mbdatd These comprise
fronti, temporal or parietd cortical ablations and dso section of one optic tract. Ody
the latter procedure gives rise to changes in hand preference=. It is concluded that the
nature of the sensory control (whether visual or somatosensory, or if visual, whether
confined to one half visual field) of a rnand manipulation is another major deter-
minant. of hand preference.
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ZUSAMMENFAS SUNG

Bei @ Affen wurde Links- bzw. Rechtshandigkeit beobacktet. Durch Ubung fiess
sich der Anteil der Tiere mit starker und arshaltenderBevorzugung der rechten bzw. der
finken Hand steigern; wahrend bei dlesen Tieren urspriinglich die L]nksllander uber-
wogen, waren hlnterdrein beide Gruppen nahezu gleichgross. In anfanglichen Tast-
versuchen im Dudceln waren ausgesprocheneund anhaltende Bevorzugungen einer Hand
selten. Dle verschiedenen Arten des Bevorzugungswechsels wurden in bis zu 10 auf-
einanderfolgenden Versuchen in Einzelheiten untersucht. Bei ausgesprochenen Ein-
handern ist der Umschiag ins Gegenteil haufig, wahrend Tiere mit anfangs nur
schwacher Bevorzugung einer Hand diesegewohnlich verstarken.4570 der Tierewechseln
ihre B~vorzugung zwischen dern ersten und zweiten Versuch; weiterhin wechseln immer
weniger Tiere, z.B. 13 Yo zwischen derndritten und vierten.

=dicb wurden die Auswirkungen verschiedener neurochirurgischer Operationen auf
dle Handigkeit von 30 Tieren festgehalten. Es handelte sich urn Elngriffe in die Stirn-,
Sch15fen- und Scheitelrinde sowie Zertrenmmg eines frutm opticw. Nur der letzt-
genannte Eingriff fiihrte zu einem Wechsel &r Hindlgkeit. So ergibt sich der Schluss,
class dle Art der Sinueskontrolle der tatigen Hand, taktil oder optisch im ganzen oder
nur im balben Gesichtsfeld, ein wesentlicher Mitbestimmer fiir dle Handigkeit ist.

!.


